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1. Overview: 

Mo#va#on: Missing data is a typical problem in science research. For example, in clinical trials, wearable 
sensors might lose signal due to ba=ery. A telescope’s line of sight might get covered by a cloud at 
random #mes. Errors in measuring instruments oBen leading to a gap in #me series. Naively dropping 
missing data can remove important informa#on. This project is about imputa#on of missing  financial 
#mes series data in par#cular stock price #me series.  Though missing data in the daily stock prices is 
rare, in this project, we analyse a toy problem where we delete a few data points by hand and a=empt to 
impute it through various methods. The goal is to see which methods and what market indicators work 
best for such a dataset. The completeness of stock data allows us to test how well a model predicts 
missing data. Analyzing imputa#on for such #me series could therefore yield insight on correla#ons in 
interna#onal markets and the relevant models and market predictors to use for the more prac#cal 
problem of making forecast in stock price movements. 

 Stakeholders: Investors, financial markets 

2. Data and Feature Extrac%on:  
We use AAPL (Apple Inc.) stock price data from January 1, 2023 un#l December 31, 2023. There are 250 
data points because trading market closes on weekends and na#onal holidays. We ar#ficially created 
missing data by manually dele#ng Close values for 7 different windows of [5, 4, 3, 2, 1] consecu#ve days. 
The goal is to impute these "missing" data though various modelling  techniques. We also used 2023 
data for NVDA, MSFT, TSM, META, GOOG stocks for performing cross-sec#onal analysis using Linear 
Regression and Vector Auto Correla#on. For this purpose it is convenient to work with the rela#ve 
change in close prices   given by 

 

where  is the close value on day . 

3. Exploratory Data Analysis: 
Examining the empirical cumula#ve distribu#on func#on of closing price differences reveals that price 
fluctua#ons largely follows a normal distribu#on across a large range of differenced values. This suggests 
that stock price movements follow a random walk pa=ern. The excess kurtosis of differenced values is 
posi#ve indica#ng that stock price movements sample a fat-tailed distribu#on rather than a normal 
distribu#on - a fact that is empirically known to be true for stock prices. Given the random walk 
behaviour, the simplest impu#ng procedure would be Last Observa#on Carried Forward that yields an 
MSE of 11.38 for the missing window of length 5. In what follows we explore regression and #me series 
models in search of other be=er performing techniques. 

4. Models: 
a. Baseline model: It turns out that linear interpola#on give a lower MSE than LOCF.  We therefore take 

this as our baseline model. 
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b. Rolling average:  The method uses the average of a fixed number of points to the leB and right of the 
missing values to make a predic#on. 

c. Double Exponen#al Smoothing: The method considers the trends in the data for data imputa#on.  

d. SARIMA: The method incorporates seasonal pa=erns, trends, and autoregressive components to 
make predic#ons. Can use average of both forward and backward forecas#ng for impu#ng missing 
data in the middle of the #me series. 

e. KNN: The method uses other predictors from AAPL stocks such as open stock prices and dates to 
make predic#ons. 

f. Linear Regression: Companies with high correla#ons of the closing daily returns with AAPL are used 
as regression predictors. 

g. Vector Auto Regression: Companies that Granger-causes AAPL close differences are used for fihng a 
vector auto regression model which is then used for imputa#on. 

5. Results: 

Above, we plot the ra#o of the MSE of a model to the MSE of linear interpola#on against consecu#ve 
missing days. We can see that in all circumstances of missing values no model performs any be=er than 
linear interpola#on on this dataset.  Consequently, linear interpola#on remains a robust choice for both 
small and large gaps in stock #me-series data compared to more sophis#cated imputa#on methods. 

6. Next steps: 
• In a future work we would like to incorporate other predictors that include trading volume, derived 

indicators, industry trends, market indices and interest rates that affect stock price movement. 
• We would like to systema#cally explore the circumstances under which methods we used outperform 

linear interpola#on. 
• We began exploring advanced techniques like State Space Models and Neural Network based 
approaches whose applica#ons go beyond the present context. Preliminary analysis in this direc#on 
suggested that linear interpola#on s#ll works be=er though we believe there is room for fine tuning.


